
 
 
 
 
 
 

In our February 12, 2016 essay (Gold: After the December 2015 - January 2016 Bottom) we identified a 
Comex front month daily high at $1263.90 the day before as a probable top in a #3 wave that followed the 
December - January bottoming action (comprising preceding waves #1 and #2 in what we anticipated to be 
an eventual 5 wave advance.  At the time we thought that short-term price behavior could feature a sharp, 
directional sell-off to the $1161 - 1132 area and that would establish the #4 wave.  Although the market 
immediately broke down aggressively, that has not been the case. 
 
Instead, gold prices have developed a high-level mostly lateral consolidation that is bounded by lows at 
$1191.20 (February 16) and $1206 (March 28).  Price highs since the $1263.90 high on February 11 have 
been a new high at $1287.80 (March 11) and $1263.40 (April 12).  The December - January consolidation 
that supported wave #3 lasted about 7 weeks (35 sessions including holidays); thus far the ongoing 
consolidation has lasted 9 weeks (47 sessions).  Markets often develop consolidations that are symmetrical in 
price and/or duration.  The ongoing consolidation is still close enough in time to be considered symmetrical 
with that of December - January.  But implicit in that observation is the prospect of an almost immediate 
termination of the existing range. 
 
Price swings since February 11 present two potential wave scenarios:  either an elaborate #4 wave triangle or 
an evolving retracement of the advance from the December low to the March high.  The charts below illustrate 
those prospects.  Let's start with the #4 wave triangle. 
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In wave theory a potential triangular pattern such as above has 5 internal swings.  To reflect that, we have 
annotated the obvious intra-pattern swings: A-B-C-D-E.  In this interpretation prices are in the final swing 
before an upside pattern exit occurs.  Weakness since point D may or may not be completed.  We would not 
rule out near-tem selling pressure that provides a test of the blue A-C pattern bottom line around $1220.  At 
this time, Comex June Gold is trading at $1235.  We would allow for weakness to the $1220 area but think 
that a print at $1246 would be an initial indication that the potential triangle is completing to the upside.  
Subsequent price strength above point D at $1263.90 would corroborate that viewpoint.  Aggressive price 
weakness below $1206 would tilt the odds toward our alternate scenario. 
 
Next below is our second scenario wherein the December 2015 - March 2016 advance (only partially shown) 
represents a completed 5-swing sequence - what will be the initial up leg in a more elaborate 5-wave 
structure.   
 

 
 
This interpretation treats the February 16 low at $1191.20 basis front month Comex futures as a #4-swing in a 
five-swing sequence that dates from the December 2015 low at $1045.80.  Following circled point 4 prices 
staged an overlapping 5-swing advance, a diagonal triangle, to $1287.50.  That terminated both swing #5 as 
well as the larger sequence.  As such, that action implies that the first leg of a sustained 5-leg advance is 
complete.  Therefore, an elaborate and perhaps deep retracement from $1287.50 would not be out of the 
ordinary.   Typical corrections that follow 5-swing advances will show a 3-swing, or A-B-C, structure and  will 
develop a sequence that can be identified as either 3-3-5 or 5-3-5.  From what we have seen to date, we lean 
to the former alternative. 
 
The above chart gives you an idea of what should occur if this scenario is operative.  The A-swing decline 
from point 5 subdivides into 3 swings and the B-swing rally from point A to point B also subdivides into 3 
swings. That combined A- and B- wave structure implies that a potential C-wave will have 5 subswings; thus 
overall 3-3-5 structure.  We have labeled downward progress to date as subswings i and ii and drawn a 
schematic of what should come with red arrows.  Patterns like this sometimes have a C-wave that equals the 
distance covered in the A-wave.  In this case that is $82.  If C were to equal A then it would bottom around 
$1181.  However a deeper decline could occur if we consider retracement potential relative to the entire 



December 2015 - March 2016 advance (not shown in this analysis) of $242.  In that regard, typical 
retracements are represented by percentages at 31.8%, 50% and 61.8% - $1195.40, $1166.80 and $1138.30 
respectively. 
 
In the above second scenario - i.e. a price breakdown to complete and A-B-C correction instead of quick 
uptrend resumption - our expectations would be biased to the $1160 - and below area.  However, given our 
overall consideration that the gold market  has made a major trend change at the December 2015 - January 
2016 low area, we consider upside price prospects to outweigh potential downside price vulnerability.  Since 
our next initial upside target is $1380 and our primary intermediate-term target is the $1483 area we would be 
quick to abandon ideas of a deep correction should price bottoming action materialize around $1190 - 1180. 
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Note:  Some price points in the inactive front month Comex, CME and CBT futures (i.e. the continuation chart plots) may have 
been extrapolated from prices in the first active month and may reflect either the official exchange session or electronic data that 
occurs after official exchange hours.  In those markets closing daily  values generally approximate the Globex close at 5:00 PM 
ET. 
 
Charts constructed with Omega Research SuperCharts and Equis MetaStock. 
Data Source: Commodity Systems Inc.; Reuters Datalink 
 
This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of 
any commodity, futures contract, or option contract.  Although the statements of facts in this report have been obtained from and 
are based upon sources that are believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy and any such information may be 
incomplete or condensed.  We do not assume responsibility for typographical or clerical errors in this report.  All opinions 
included in this report are as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice.  Employees of Eidetic Research 
may hold positions in futures, options or cash markets that are either in accordance with or contrary to stated conclusions within 
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